
Samantha 
Date of Birth:  Saturday 28 October 2000 

Place of Birth:  Colchester, United Kingdom 

Introduction to Samantha's Pussycat Horoscope
For many of us, our pets are our best friends and constant, loyal companions. They are neither 
judgmental nor critical of our own personal individual traits and characters. They co-habit with us 
in a delicate balance of nature versus nurture that can, with a little help, be cultured to our 
mutual benefit in order to achieve a greater understanding and more meaningful relationship. 
Like us, each ‘friend’ has a different personality and is special in their own individual way. Every 
one has a unique horoscope which can help to reflect their character traits, wants, needs, and the 
degree of harmony with which they are able to co-exist with each other and share our work or 
play times. Such an understanding helps us to seek ways to improve and accept our shared lives 
and to harmonize and channel our energies to mutual benefit. 
Using a chart for the ‘day’ on which our pet is born we can make this knowledge work for us by 
gaining an understanding of each of their individual personalities and talents. 
  
Since kittens and puppies are usually born in litters, it is often not possible to find out their exact 
‘time’ of birth as few breeders document the sequence in which each individual is born and 
because of this, the Sun's sign is used as a basis for forming our pet’s chart. 
  
However, by using a chart based on the day on which our companion is born an incredible 
amount of information is available to help and guide us towards a happier and more rewarding 
friendship.  
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a in 8 
Sun in Scorpio - Eager 
In Samantha you have a pussycat with a great deal of willpower that thrives on challenges. 
Samantha is a very determined intelligent cat who will focus on anything, and nothing, for hours 
on end. It could be you, a mouse, a bird, a shadow or something we can't see that's caught her 
eye. Remember, however, those silky soft velvet paws mask mini razor blades and just like the 
'Scorpion' of her sign she can sting. Samantha is a very passionate pussycat especially about all 
things that matter to her and if this is includes you she will enjoy her life to the full. 

a SUN -  Samantha’s Vitality 

The source of life in your pussycat is denoted by the Suns’ position in her chart as this is the key 
to her true personality. The Sun radiates warmth, energy and spirit but is not always visible and 
this is the same with your pussycat. Like the sun she will wrap you in healing, loving warmth and 
bring light and energy into your life and heart. However, like a cloud briefly masking the Sun a 
different side to her can emerge. Once you have truly gained Samantha’s trust and love the 
sunshine will always be yours but strangers will only see the glimpses she allows.

s in 8 
Moon in Scorpio - Extrasensory
Samantha is so tuned into you and the world around her that you will find it hard to comprehend 
at times. Samantha is extremely sensitive and, while she‘s very adept at keeping her own 
emotions hidden, she will read yours better than you do yourself. If you're down or upset she will 
be on your lap, if you’re cross she will try and coax you out of it and if you want time alone, she 
will disappear. Samantha is virtually telepathic but you will always be left wondering as to what is 
really going on within this sleek and mysterious pussycat. 

s MOON -  Samantha’s Instinctive Responses  

The position of the Moon, in your pussycat Samantha’s chart, is second only in importance to the 
position of the Sun in determining who she really is. The Moon represents Samantha’s emotions, 
feelings and safety felt and needed by her. Remember pets have emotions like your own and you 
can enhance your relationship with Samantha by bonding with her, and by becoming acquainted 
with the way she feels as well as providing the appropriate care, understanding and security her 
innate nature suggests she needs.
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d in 8 
Mercury in Scorpio - Resolute
Samantha is a very intense cat and she is by nature suspicious of everybody and everything. 
Samantha has extremely strong powers of concentration and is focused onto finding the real root 
of everything she can. Suspicious of anything new her determination to make sense of it all may 
leave you feeling a little unimportant. Samantha is all about intuitive trust, as opposed to some 
of her more outgoing feline relatives. Samantha is born with a natural distrustful streak. 
Extremely sensitive, she is not a pussycat that will just 'fit in'; she needs the room to express in 
her own way how comfortable she is with the situation you have put her in. Samantha is reserved 
when it comes to people so will have to put plenty of time into this relationship to reap the 
rewards that are well worth waiting for. 

d MERCURY -  Samantha’s Understanding 
Mercury, the planet of communication, enables all forms of passing on information. For 
Samantha, it gives her the ability to send you messages using body language, actions, and of 
course vocally. It is important to be aware and receptive to the information Samantha gives you 
because the more you understand about this very complex and independent feline, the closer the 
bond you will have with her and the ensuing love you share will be very special and rewarding.
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